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INT. BAR - POKER TABLE

An overhead light illuminates a four cornered card table.

A bottle of expensive Kentucky whiskey rests easy. Shot

glasses beckon. ROGER takes a slug. He wipes his stubbly

face with his hand.

A hand uses a cutter to chop off the tip of a fine Cuban

cigar. The sound of a lighter fills the air with the scent

of tobacco. MICKEY takes a puff. Smoke curls over the brim

of his pork pie hat.

Ring adorned fingers shuffle a deck of cards. The same hands

deal out the first round’s fate. AL straightens his tie

before checking his hand.

These three are men’s men. Dressed in tonic suits. The kind

of guys out for a good time. A little risky looking. A touch

crazy. Guaranteed fun. Plus, it’s Mickey’s birthday.

Bets are made. Chips slide along the felt. The Flop. Ace of

diamonds, four of clubs, jack of clubs. Texas Hold Em style

poker.

The Turn shows the eight of spades. Mickey blinks. Al

adjusts his tie. Roger looks at his write watch. Then folds.

Bets are placed.

Mickey stares at Al through the smoke of his cigar. Beat. Al

doesn’t blink.

The River. Eight of hearts. Al taps his fingers on his

chips. Beat. He goes all in.

Mickey checks his hand. Ace of clubs and eight of

diamonds. He puffs his cigar as he stares at Al. He taps

the ash off the Cuban and pushes his stack all in.

Al smiles at Mickey. Show’s his hand - ace of hearts and

jack of diamonds. 2 pair.

Mickey throws his hand on the table. Eights over aces. Three

of a kind. Dead Man’s Hand.

A devilish grin on Mickey’s face.

Mickey pulls in his winnings. Roger playfully punches Al.

Laughs are exchanged. All three toast and drink shots of

whiskey.

More hands are played. Mickey builds his stack of chips.
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INT. BAR - BAR

A gloved hand pours a shot of liquor at the bar. Knocks back

the alcohol. In the reflection of the mirror behind the bar

we see the three poker players.

The tall STRANGER walks over to the poker table. The

stranger wears a long trench coat and wide brimmed hat

obscuring our view of his face.

INT. BAR - POKER TABLE

The stranger takes a seat at the table. Mickey, Roger, and

Al stare at the new player sizing him up. Roger points to

his wrist watch.

Mickey puffs his Cuban. Al straightens his tie. Roger takes

a slug of whiskey and pours a shot for the new player.

The stranger slugs it in stride. Al deals him in.

The stranger proceeds to win like its going out of style.

Roger goes all in on a sure thing. He takes a slug of

whiskey. The stranger wins. Roger blows whiskey out of his

mouth. Tapped out. Beaten.

Another round. Al can’t believe it as the stranger beats his

straight with a royal flush. He pulls off his tie and tosses

it aside. He’s done.

Mickey checks his hand on the River. He’s got 3 of a kind.

He takes a long draw on his Cuban. He’s all in. The stranger

shows 4 of a kind. Mickey chokes on his own smoke in

disbelief.

Al, Mickey, and Roger look at one another. In tandem they

look at the stranger.

The stranger whips off his hat to reveal that he is in fact

CLAIRE. The boys stare in disbelief as she proceeds to take

off her trench coat.

She’s wearing an old style boustier, long gloves, stockings,

and heels.

Burlesque music up.

Claire proceeds to dance around the three guys, who are now

more like boys. Surprised, caught off guard, smiling.

She picks up Al’s tie off the floor and wraps it around his

forehead. She leaves her stockings on his shoulder.
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Next, she pours of a shot of whiskey for Roger. Teasing him

with her long gloves which she leaves draped on his

shoulders.

Mickey is beaming as she approaches him. Claire kicks him

out away from the table, still in his chair. She circles him

teasing the hairs on the back of his neck up.

Claire reaches between her breasts and pulls out a piece of

paper. She slaps it in Mickey’s lap. He lets out a groan as

his eyes grow wide. Claire whispers something in his ear.

Claire dons her trench coat and hat. She picks up her

winnings and blows a kiss to the three boys. Their mouths

all agape. She exits the bar.

Burlesque music ends.

Mickey looks at the paper and curses. He throws it on the

table. Claire just served Mickey his divorce papers.


